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Abstract
The status of a journal is commonly determined by two factors: popularity
and prestige. While the former counts citations, the latter recursively weights
them with the prestige of the citing journals. We make a thorough comparison of the bibliometric concepts of popularity and prestige for journals in
the sciences and in the social sciences. We find that the two notions diverge
more for the hard sciences, including physics, engineering, material sciences,
and computer sciences, than they do for the geosciences, for biology-medical
disciplines, and for the social sciences. Moreover, we identify the science and
social science journals with the highest diverging ranks in popularity and
prestige compilations.
Key words: journal influence, impact factor, journal PageRank, journal
ranking scheme.
1. Introduction
The status of an actor in a social context is determined by two factors:
the total number of endorsements the actor receives from other actors and the
prestige of the endorsing actors (Hubbell, 1965). We cite from Bollen et al.
(2006a) the following example: An author of pulp detectives may sell may
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books, but may not have earned the respect of literary critics. Conversely, a
Nobel Prize in Literature winner may be highly valued among literary experts,
yet never make the New York Times bestseller list. Similarly, the status of a
journal in the academic setting is defined in terms of the number of citations
received from other journals as well as in terms of the prestige of the citing
journals. Following Bollen et al. (2006a), we refer to the former as popularity
and to the latter as prestige.
The popularity of a journal is traditionally measured by the journal impact factor, which is the mean number of citations in a given year to papers
published in the journal during a previous target period. Typical target periods are two and five years long. In this paper, we use the 5-year impact
factor, since its longer target window allows a more fair evaluation of the
more theoretical disciplines, like mathematics, in which results need to be
well digested before they are cited.
The impact factor equally weights all citations: citations from highly reputed journals, like Nature, Science, and Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences of USA, are treated as citations from obscure journals. In other
words, the impact factor is a measure of popularity, but does not account
for prestige. Pinski and Narin (1976) developed a recursive method, later
reinterpreted by Geller (1978), that measures the prestige of a journal in
terms of the prestige of the citing journals. The method has been recently
implemented in two similar bibliometric indicators to evaluate journal status: journal PageRank (Bollen et al., 2006a,b) and EigenfactorTM (Bergstrom,
2007; Bergstrom et al., 2008). The main advantage of the latter with respect
to the former is that Eigenfactor scores are freely accessible at the Eigenfactor web site (West et al., 2009) and, from 2007, they have been incorporated
into Thomson-Reuters Journal Citation Reports (JCR) for both science and
social science journals1 . Interestingly, Brin and Page used a similar notion
of weighted citations to design the popular PageRank algorithm that is currently used by Google search engine to rank web pages resulting from a user
query: the importance of a web page is determined by the number of hyperlinks it receives from other pages as well as by the importance of the linking
pages (Brin and Page, 1998; Brin et al., 1999).
The contribution of this paper is a detailed comparison of the bibliometric
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notions of popularity, as measured by the 5-year impact factor, and prestige,
as captured by the Eigenfactor metric, at the journal level (Section 2). We
study the overlaps and discrepancies of the two notions over both science
and social science journals recorded in JCR. For the selection of significant
and well-distributed journal samples, we use the map of science based on
the clustering of JCR subject categories into macro-disciplines that was recently computed by Leydesdorff and Rafols (2009) using factor analysis on
the category-category citation matrix. We also survey previous attempts to
compare popularity-oriented and prestige-oriented metrics (Section 3). Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. A bibliometric analysis of popularity and prestige
In this section, we first describe how we have defined the bibliometric notions of journal popularity and journal prestige and where we have tested the
corresponding bibliometric indexes. Then, we make an exhaustive comparison of the defined bibliometric notions of popularity and prestige for science
and social science journals.
2.1. The bibliometric notions of popularity and prestige
We adopt as a metric of journal popularity the 5-year impact factor,
that is, the mean number of citations in a given year to papers published
in the journal during the previous five years. This measure is available at
Thomson-Reuters JCR for science and social science journals. On the other
hand, we use the Eigenfactor metric (Bergstrom, 2007; Bergstrom et al.,
2008) as a measure of journal prestige. Unlike traditional journal metrics,
like the impact factor, the Eigenfactor method weights journal citations by
the prestige of the citing journals. As a result, a journal is prestigious if it is
cited by other prestigious journals. The definition is clearly recursive in terms
of prestige and the computation of the Eigenfactor scores involves the search
of a stationary distribution, which corresponds to the leading eigenvector of
a perturbed citation matrix (West et al., 2009). It is worth stressing that the
Eigenfactor method uses a target window of five years as done by the 5-year
impact factor.
We illustrate the Eigenfactor method as described at the Eigenfactor web
site (West et al., 2009). The Eigenfactor computation uses a census citation
window of one year and an earlier target publication window of five years.
Let us fix a census year and let C = (ci,j ) be a journal-journal citation matrix
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such that ci,j is the number of citations from articles published in journal i
in the census year to articles published in journal j during the target window
consisting of the five previous years. Journal self-citations are ignored, hence
ci,i = 0 for all i. Moreover, let a be an article vector such that ai is the
number of articles published by journal i over the five-year target window
divided by the total number of articles published by all journals over the
same period. Notice that a is normalized to sum to 1.
A dangling node is a journal i that does not cite any other journals;
hence, if i is dangling, the ith row of the citation matrix has all 0 entries.
The citation matrix C is transformed into a normalized matrix H = (hi,j )
such that all rows that are not dangling nodes are normalized by the row
sum, that is,
ci,j
hi,j = P
j ci,j
for all non-dangling i and all j. Furthermore, H is mapped to a matrix Ĥ in
which all rows corresponding to dangling nodes are replaced with the article
vector a. Notice that Ĥ is row-stochastic, that is all rows are non-negative
and sum to 1.
A new row-stochastic matrix P is defined as follows:
P = αĤ + (1 − α)A
where A is the matrix with identical rows each equal to the article vector a,
and α is a free parameter of the algorithm, usually set to 0.85. Let π be the
left eigenvector of P associated with the unity eigenvalue, that is, the vector
π such that π = πP . It is possible to prove that this vector exists and is
unique. The vector π, called the influence vector, contains the scores used
to weight citations allocated in matrix H. Finally, the Eigenfactor vector r
is computed as
πH
r = 100 · P
i [πH]i
That is, the Eigenfactor score of a journal is the sum of normalized citations
received from other journals weighted by the Eigenfactor scores of the citing
journals. The Eigenfactor scores are normalized such that they sum to 100.
The idea underlying the Eigenfactor method originates from the work of
Pinski and Narin (1976) and Geller (1978) in the field of bibliometrics and
from the contribution of Hubbell (1965) in the context of sociometry, which,
in turn, generalizes Leontief’s input-output model for the economic system
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(Leontief, 1941). Notably, Brin and Page use a similar intuition to design
the popular PageRank algorithm that is part of their Google search engine
(Brin and Page, 1998; Brin et al., 1999). Eigenfactor scores are accessible at
Thomson-Reuters JCR for science and social science journals and, freely, at
the Eigenfactor web site (West et al., 2009) for journals listed in JCR and
also for those journals that do not belong to JCR but are cited by other JCR
journals.
There are two minor differences between the journal PageRank method
(Bollen et al., 2006a) and the Eigenfactor method (West et al., 2009). Journal PageRank includes journal self-citations2 , while the Eigenfactor method
does not. The exclusion of journal self-citations in the Eigenfactor method
is meant to avoid over-inflated journals that engage in the practice of opportunistic self-citations. Moreover, to enforce irreducibility of the citation
matrix, and hence convergence of the method, in both approaches the original citation matrix is perturbed by adding artificial transitions, with low
probability, among journals (these perturbation is called teleportation). In
the Eigenfactor method the weight of each teleporting transition is proportional to the number of article published by the target journal, that is, the
teleportation is represented by the article matrix A, multiplied by 1 − α,
in the method described above, whereas in the journal PageRank approach
teleporting transitions are uniformly distributed over all journals.
We apply the bibliometric indicators of popularity and prestige to a
sample of journals included in Thomson Reuters Science Citation Index as
well as to a sample of journals contained in Thomson Reuters Social Science Citation Index. To select journals to include in the science sample,
we take advantage of the map of science based on JCR subject categories
that was recently computed by Leydesdorff and Rafols (2009). Using data
from JCR 2006, the authors build a category-category citation matrix and
use exploratory factor analysis to cluster the 175 JCR subject categories
into 14 factors corresponding to macro-disciplines in science, e.g., biomedical sciences, engineering, geosciences. These 14 macro-disciplines have been
further aggregated into 3 discipline poles according to the inter-discipline citation flow: biology-medicine, physics-materials-engineering-computing, and
environment-ecology-agriculture-geosciences. Interestingly, chemistry plays
a brokerage role between these three major poles. For each macro-discipline,
2
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we selected the five subject categories with the highest factor loadings on
the cluster identified by the macro-discipline; they correspond to the most
representative categories of the macro-discipline. Finally, we included in the
science sample all journals belonging to the selected subject categories that
have a defined value for both indicators of popularity and prestige. The resulting sample comprises 3499 science journals, classified into 71 subject categories, clustered into 14 macro-disciplines, corresponding to 3 major poles
as follows:
Hard sciences
• engineering: mechanics; engineering, mechanical; mathematics,
interdisciplinary applications; thermodynamics; engineering, multidisciplinary;
• material sciences: materials science, multidisciplinary; nanoscience
& nanotechnology; coatings & films; physics, applied; ceramics;
• computer sciences: hardware & architecture; information systems;
artificial intelligence; engineering, electrical & electronic; theory
& methods;
• physics: physics, multidisciplinary; physics, mathematical; physics,
nuclear; physics, particles & fields; physics, fluids & plasmas.
Geosciences
• geosciences: geosciences, multidisciplinary; geology; geochemistry
& geophysics; geography, physical; paleontology;
• ecology: ecology; biodiversity conservation; zoology; marine &
freshwater biology; ornithology;
• environmental sciences: engineering, environmental; environmental sciences; water resources; engineering, civil; limnology;
• agriculture: horticulture; agronomy; agriculture, multidisciplinary;
plant sciences; food science & technology.
Biology-medical disciplines
• biomedical sciences: cell biology; biochemistry & molecular biology; biophysics; developmental biology; multidisciplinary sciences;
6

• clinical medicine: surgery; critical care medicine; emergency medicine;
transplantation; respiratory system;
• neurosciences: neurosciences; psychology; behavioral sciences; neuroimaging; psychiatry;
• infectious diseases: infectious diseases; immunology; microbiology;
allergy; virology;
• general medicine & health: health care sciences & services; medical ethics; public, environmental & occupational health; medicine,
general & internal; medical informatics.
Chemistry
• chemistry: chemistry, multidisciplinary; chemistry, organic; chemistry, inorganic & nuclear; chemistry, physical; chemistry, applied;
crystallography.
Leydesdorff and Rafols chose to exclude the social sciences from their
map. In order to populate the social science sample, we selected the JCR
subject categories in the social sciences with the highest number of journals
and aggregated them into 6 macro-disciplines using domain knowledge. The
resulting sample contains 1018 journals, classified into 18 subject categories,
factored into 6 macro-disciplines forming the discipline pole of social science
as follows:
• psychology: psychology, applied; psychology, biological; psychology,
clinical; psychology, developmental; psychology, educational; psychology, experimental; psychology, mathematical; psychology, multidisciplinary; psychology, psychoanalysis; psychology, social;
• economics: economics; management; business; business, finance;
• education: education & educational research;
• law: law;
• political science: political science;
• sociology: sociology.
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2.2. A comparison between popularity and prestige
In this section we perform the analysis of the association between the
bibliometric notions of popularity, as measured by the 5-year impact factor
(IF5, for short) and prestige, as captured by the Eigenfactor metric (EF, for
short) in science and social science. Table 1 compares the top ten popularity
and prestige compilations in science: only 3 journals are represented in both
lists, namely The New England Journal of Medicine, Science, and Nature.
As found by Bollen et al. (2006a), the most popular journals belong to the
medical pole. Moreover, review journals are heavily represented in the top ten
IF5 listing, confirming the characterization of IF5 as a popularity-oriented
metric. On the other hand, many of the top-ranked journals with respect to
EF are generally considered highly prestigious. We found that the overlap
between the top ten rankings according to EF and journal PageRank metric
as defined in Bollen et al. (2006b) (which excludes journal self-citations) is
of 10 over 10 journals, while the overlap with the listing according to journal
PageRank metric as defined in Bollen et al. (2006a) (which includes journal
self-citations) is of 8 over 10 journals.
Furthermore, Figure 1 is a rank plot and Figure 2 is a rank change histogram comparing popularity and prestige compilations. In the 3499 science
journals we have analyzed, the median change of rank between the two compilations amounts at 371 positions (10.6% of the compilation length), the
mean rank change is 495 positions, and the maximum rank shift is 3280
positions. We have that 75 journals (2.1%) show an impressive rank shift
greater than one half of the compilation length, while 590 journals (16.9%)
have a rank change greater than one quarter of the compilation length. The
Spearman rank-based correlation between the two bibliometric measures is
0.78, while Kendall rank-based correlation is 0.59; the p-value is less than
0.001 in both cases.
We analyzed journals having strongly diverging ranks for popularity and
prestige. Two kinds of discrepancies were investigated:
• journals with high popularity and low prestige; these journals have a
high citation rate, but they receive their endorsements by journals with
low prestige;
• journals with high prestige and low popularity; these journals receive
relatively few citations compared to the number of articles they publish,
but their citations come from highly prestigious journals.
8
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Figure 1: Popularity vs prestige rank plot for science journals (top) and social science
journals (bottom). Journals are sorted in decreasing order with respect to popularity and
prestige and the rank of journals in the popularity compilation is plotted against the rank
of journals in the prestige compilation. The straight line is the bisector. The top-left part
of the plot contains journals of high popularity and low prestige, whereas the bottom-right
zone allocates journals of high reputation and low popularity.
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Figure 2: Popularity vs prestige change of rank histogram for science journals (top) and
social science journals (bottom). The rank change is the rank in popularity minus the
rank in prestige. Both histograms resemble a normal curve centered in 0. The curve for
science has a longer left tail (skewness is -0.25); 49% of the rank changes are negative and
51% of them are positive (only two journals do not change their ranks). On the other
hand, the curve for social science shows a longer right tail (skewness is 0.46); 54% of the
rank changes are negative and 46% of them are positive (all journals change their ranks).
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IF5
49.642
45.941
42.292
33.811
32.422
31.499
30.631
30.616
30.495
29.567

popularity
journal
ANNU REV IMMUNOL
NEW ENGL J MED
REV MOD PHYS
ANNU REV BIOCHEM
NAT REV MOL CELL BIO
NAT REV IMMUNOL
SCIENCE
NATURE
ANNU REV NEUROSCI
NAT MED

prestige
journal
NATURE
P NATL ACAD SCI USA
SCIENCE
J BIOL CHEM
PHYS REV LETT
J AM CHEM SOC
APPL PHYS LETT
NEW ENGL J MED
CELL
J IMMUNOL

EF
1.83870
1.74485
1.69272
1.53982
1.26804
0.95019
0.71774
0.69405
0.67067
0.49206

Table 1: Rankings of top ten science journals according to popularity and prestige.

Table 2 shows the most significative examples of journals with diverging
ranks for the two metrics. For instance, Advances in Nuclear Physics is 97th
in the popularity ranking and only 3377th in the prestige compilation. On
the other hand, Journal De Physique IV is 3259th in the popularity ranking but ranks 893rd in the prestige compilation. However, we noticed that
popular journals contained in the table are characterized by a low number of
items published in the 5-year publication window: on average, these journals
published 3.36 articles per year during the publication window. On the other
hand, prestigious journals shown in the table, which are well represented by
physics journals, published a significant number of papers during the publication window (on average, 1050 papers per year). In order to correct for
the factor represented by the number of published papers, we normalized the
Eigenfactor scores by the number of items published in the 5-year publication
windows, and then we identified journals having strongly diverging ranks for
popularity and prestige (as defined by the average Eigenfactor per article).
The resulting compilations are shown in Table 3. Interestingly, the updated
prestige compilation is dominated by highly esteemed interdisciplinary mathematics and theoretical computer science journals.
As to social science journals, the top ten popular journals and the top ten
prestigious ones are listed in Table 4. The popularity compilation is dominated by psychology journals (9 over 10), with review publication sources
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popular journals
journal
∆
ADV NUCL PHYS
-3280
NANO TODAY
-2951
PROG HISTOCHEM CYTO -2838
ADV APPL MECH
-2779
SYSTEMS BIOL
-2602
ADV GEOPHYS
-2602
WILDLIFE MONOGR
-2583
PLASMONICS
-2459
J ENVIRON SCI HEAL C
-2452
ADV CATAL
-2450

prestigious journals
journal
J PHYS IV
ACTA CRYSTALLOGR E
ELECTRON LETT
MICROW OPT TECHN LET
INT J MOD PHYS B
TRANSPL P
PHYSICA C
PHYSICA E
JPN J APPL PHYS
THEOR COMPUT SCI

∆
2366
2343
2286
2280
2193
2134
2106
2065
2038
2028

Table 2: Science journals with the highest diverging ranks between popularity and prestige.
Popular journals have low ranks in the popularity compilation (that is, high popularity)
and high ranks in the prestige compilation (that is, low prestige), and vice versa for prestigious journals; ∆ is the journal rank shift between popularity and prestige compilations.

popular journals
journal
FLUORIDE
J MICROBIOL BIOTECHN
CHINESE PHYS
Z PSYCHOSOM MED PSYC
ACTA PHYS SIN-CH ED
CONTACT DERMATITIS
ARCH BRONCONEUMOL
J DAIRY SCI
ANAL QUANT CYTOL
CEREAL RES COMMUN

∆
-1307
-1291
-1238
-1167
-1155
-1124
-1081
-1060
-1058
-1048

prestigious journals
journal
COMB PROBAB COMPUT
BRIT J MATH STAT PSY
DESIGN CODE CRYPTOGR
J TIME SER ANAL
J MATH ECON
CORROS REV
MATH FINANC
PSYCHOMETRIKA
FINANC STOCH
DISCRETE COMPUT GEOM

∆
1799
1690
1653
1599
1556
1510
1445
1382
1365
1354

Table 3: Science journals with the highest diverging ranks between popularity and prestige,
where prestige is measured as the mean Eigenfactor score per published article.
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IF5
17.263
16.391
15.230
12.421
10.607
10.129
9.257
8.978
8.348
8.338

popularity
journal
ANNU REV PSYCHOL
BEHAV BRAIN SCI
PSYCHOL BULL
TRENDS COGN SCI
PSYCHOL REV
ADV EXP SOC PSYCHOL
MIS QUART
PSYCHOL METHODS
MONOGR SOC RES CHILD
AM PSYCHOL

prestige
journal
AM ECON REV
J PERS SOC PSYCHOL
J FINANC
ECONOMETRICA
Q J ECON
TRENDS COGN SCI
J CLIN PSYCHIAT
J POLIT ECON
PSYCHOL SCI
J COGNITIVE NEUROSCI

EF
0.09701
0.05924
0.05899
0.05413
0.05227
0.05120
0.04909
0.04803
0.04545
0.04457

Table 4: Rankings of top ten social science journals according to popularity and prestige.

well represented. In the prestige listing we find a number well respected
journals in economics and finance. Only one journal, Trends in Cognitive
Sciences, is present in both rankings.
The rank plot and the rank change histogram for the metrics of popularity
and prestige are contained in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. With respect to
the 1018 journals we have analyzed, the median rank shift between the two
compilations is 82.5 positions (8.1% of the compilation size), the average
rank change is 123.6, and the maximum change amounts to 772 positions.
We found 14 journals (1.4%) shifting greater than one half of the compilation
length, and 145 journals (14.2%) show a rank change greater than one quarter
of the compilation length. The Spearman rank-based correlation between
the two bibliometric measures is 0.83, while Kendall rank-based correlation
is 0.65; the p-value is less than 0.001 in both cases. Hence, the association
between popularity and prestige is slightly stronger in social science than it
is in science.
Table 5 lists the most significant examples of journals with highly diverging ranks in popularity and prestige compilations. For instance, Nebraska
Symposium on Motivation is 261st in popularity and only 879th in prestige.
By contrast, Economics Letters ranks 70th in prestige and only 842nd in
popularity. Again, popular journals published much less papers than prestigious ones during the publication window; as an example, Quarterly Journal
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popular journals
journal
NEBR SYM MOTIV
APPL PREV PSYCHOL
Q J POLIT SCI
INT J MANAG REV
ANNU REV CLIN PSYCHO
Z PSYCHOSOM MED PSYC
MONOGR SOC RES CHILD
SUPREME COURT REV
LEARN INDIVID DIFFER
J NONVERBAL BEHAV

∆
-618
-548
-530
-512
-486
-481
-470
-450
-438
-424

prestigious journals
journal
ECON LETT
ECON THEOR
PSYCHOL REP
NATION
FORTUNE
EDUC LEADERSHIP
PERCEPT MOTOR SKILL
APPL ECON
APPL ECON LETT
WASH QUART

∆
772
682
675
644
622
605
600
570
562
521

Table 5: Social science journals with the highest diverging ranks between popularity and
prestige. Popular journals have low ranks in the popularity compilation (that is, high
popularity) and high ranks in the prestige compilation (that is, low prestige), and vice
versa for prestigious journals; ∆ is the journal rank shift between popularity and prestige
compilations.

of Political Science published only 11 papers (all in 2006), while Fortune
published 1593 papers. Notice that journals in economics and business are
well represented in the compilation of prestigious journals shown in the table
(5 over 10). As done for science, we computed the highly diverging journals in popularity and prestige, where prestige has been re-defined as the
mean Eigenfactor score per published article. The resulting listings are contained in Table 6. Economics journal are still well represented in the prestige
ranking, but there are also two new entries represented by interdisciplinary
mathematics journals.
Finally, we analyzed the intra-discipline association between popularity
and prestige (Table 7). The association strength, as measured by the Spearman rank-based correlation, differs across disciplines and runs from a minimum of 0.597 for physics to a maximum of 0.860 for law. With respect to
the discipline poles isolated by Leydesdorff and Rafols (2009), we have that
popularity and prestige mostly differ in the hard science pole comprising
physics, engineering, material sciences, and computer sciences (average correlation is 0.682). The two concepts are more intertwined in the geoscience
pole, formed by geosciences, ecology, environmental sciences, and agriculture
14

popular journals
journal
Z PSYCHOSOM MED PSYC
Z PSYCHIATR PSYCH PS
PSYCHOTHER PSYCH MED
CYBERPSYCHOL BEHAV
APPL PSYCHOPHYS BIOF
INT J CLIN EXP HYP
SPORT PSYCHOL
J APPL RES INTELLECT
Z ARB ORGAN
MANAGE LEARN

∆
-458
-360
-357
-327
-324
-293
-292
-276
-276
-273

prestigious journals
journal
ECON THEOR
REV ECON DYNAM
WASH QUART
SURVIVAL
J POLIT PHILOS
BRIT J MATH STAT PSY
J MATH ECON
ECON INQ
COMP POLIT
SCAND J ECON

∆
439
420
399
382
380
378
375
369
367
365

Table 6: Social science journals with the highest diverging ranks between popularity and
prestige, where prestige is measured as the mean Eigenfactor score per published article.

(average correlation is 0.796), as well as in the biology-medicine pole, containing biomedical sciences, general medicine and health, clinical medicine,
infectious diseases, and neurosciences (average correlation is 0.776). The association strength of the two measures for chemistry (0.738) is between that
of the three main poles in science. Finally, the social science pole, comprising
economics, education, law, political science, psychology, and sociology, has
an average correlation of 0.785, comparable to that of the biology-medicine
and geoscience poles.
3. Related work
Bollen et al. (2006a) compare journal PageRank with 2-year impact factor on 2003 science edition JCR dataset. They find that the top 10 rankings
in the two metrics diverge significantly, with only 3 journals, Nature, Science, and The New England Journal of Medicine, being represented in both
lists. They note that journals that are likely to publish background material (like review journals) are among the sources with the highest impact
factor, while journals typically appreciated by domain experts have high journal PageRank, confirming the characterization of the former indicator as a
popularity-oriented metric and of the latter as a prestige-oriented measure.
The Spearman rank correlation between the whole rankings is 0.61, while
15

discipline
physics
computer sciences
education educational research
material sciences
economics management business
engineering
political science
environmental sciences
chemistry
general medicine & health
geosciences
biomedical sciences
neurosciences
infectious diseases
clinical medicine
ecology
psychology
agriculture
sociology
law

ρ
0.597
0.684
0.692
0.709
0.722
0.737
0.738
0.738
0.740
0.748
0.762
0.778
0.784
0.784
0.798
0.831
0.841
0.844
0.855
0.860

Table 7: The table lists, in increasing order, the Spearman rank-based correlation (ρ)
between popularity and prestige compilations for journals inside disciplines.
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that for physics, computer science, and medicine is 0.59, 0.63, and 0.77,
respectively. These results are generally confirmed by our findings. Our contribution is inspired and is parallel to that of Bollen et al. (2006a) but has a
broader scope in the following sense:
• we use popularity and prestige indicators that cover a target publication period of five years instead of two years. This allows a more fair
evaluation, in particular for those disciplines in which the citation flow
is slow;
• our analysis covers 14 macro-disciplines in the sciences and 6 macrodisciplines in the social sciences, whereas Bollen et al. consider only
science journals and highlight results only for three macro-disciplines
(physics, computer science, and medicine);
• we use the classification method proposed by Leydesdorff and Rafols
(2009), which exploits factor analysis on the category citation matrix, in
order to assign journals to macro-disciplines. Bollen et al., by contrast,
use a less involved syntactic method (the author themselves realize
that their classification is only an approximation and refer to an earlier
work of Leydesdorff for a more quantitative classification method, see
footnote 1 in Bollen et al. (2006a)).
The results we obtained for medicine confirm also those found by Davis
(2008), where the rankings according to Eigenfactor and 2-year impact factor
methods are contrasted for 165 journals from the category medicine (general
and internal). The author finds a significant correlation between the two
measures (Spearman 0.84), and an even higher association (Spearman 0.95)
between Eigenfactor and the total number of citations. The author concludes
that, for medical journals, the concepts of popularity and prestige appear to
provide very similar information.
Two papers recently apply the PageRank algorithm to find the influence
of scientific papers instead of that of scientific journals. Chen et al. (2007)
analyze all publications in the Physical Review family of journals from 1863
to 2003. Although they measure a significant Spearman correlation of 0.91
between the PageRank and the total number of citations rankings, the authors also find a number of papers with a modest number of citations that
stand out as exceptional according to the PageRank ranking; interestingly,
these scientific gems are familiar to almost all physicists because of their
17

very influential contents. Ma et al. (2008) analyze papers published in period 2000-2005 in the field of molecular chemistry and molecular biology that
are included in Web of Science and find a high correlation (Spearman 0.98)
between PageRank and total number of citations.
The SCImago journal rank indicator is another index that implements the
PageRank algorithmic schema (SCImago, 2007). It has been developed by
the SCImago group at the University of Granada in collaboration with Elsevier and it is based on data from Elsevier’s Scopus citation database. Falagas
et al. (2008) retrieve the top 100 journals according to impact factor from
JCR 2006 and compare the impact factor journal ranks with the SCImago
journal ranks computed on Scopus; they find a median absolute change of
rank of 32 positions. Conversely, regarding the top 100 journals according
to the SCImago journal rank indicator, the median absolute change of rank
with respect to the use of impact factor is 29. Furthermore, López-Illescas
et al. (2008) contrast Web of Science impact factor with SCImago journal
rank and find a Spearman correlation of 0.69 for the journals indexed by
both data sources in 2006 in all fields of science, and a higher correlation of
0.93 for oncological journals. Interestingly, the coefficient for science journals is similar to the one obtained by Bollen et al. (2006a) using the journal
PageRank instead of SCImago journal rank.
A couple of papers perform a factor analysis with the aim of clustering different scientific impact measures including impact factor, journal PageRank,
and SCImago journal rank. Bollen et al. (2009) include in the study both
bibliometric and social network centrality indexes computed on both citation
and usage networks. The usage network is constructed from usage log data
available at web portals of scientific publishers and institutional library services. They cluster impact factor and SCImago journal rank together, while
journal PageRank is aggregated with betweeness centrality measures. They
claim that usage-based measures are actually stronger indicators of scientific
prestige than many presently available citation measures, e.g., impact factor
and SCImago journal rank, which appear to express popularity instead. The
study of Leydesdorff (2009) comprises different citation indicators as well
as social network centrality measures. Impact factor and SCImago journal
rank are placed in the same factor, while journal PageRank is surrounded by
social network measures (in particular betweeness centrality). These results
confirm the above mentioned analysis of Bollen et al. (2009). Both studies
seem to indicate that SCImago journal rank is a journal impact indicator
quite similar to the impact factor, while journal PageRank has important
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interactions with social network centrality measures.
4. Conclusion
We have measured the difference between the bibliometric concepts of
popularity and prestige across disciplines, as measured by the impact factor
and the Eigenfactor, respectively. We found that, although the two bibliometric measures are generally statistically correlated, they also significantly
diverge in some cases, in particular for the hard sciences. The investigation
reveals that journals can be classified in four categories according to the two
bibliometric metrics of popularity and prestige:
1. journals that are both popular and prestigious; they are highly cited
and receive their citations from prestigious journals;
2. journals that are neither popular nor prestigious; they are poorly cited
and the few endorsements they receive are from obscure journals;
3. journals that are popular but not prestigious; these journals have a
high citation rate per article, but they receive their endorsements by
journals with low prestige. These journals are not necessarily highly
cited;
4. journals that are prestigious but not popular; these journals receive
relatively few citations compared to the number of articles they publish,
but their citations come from highly esteemed journals. These journals
are not necessarily poorly cited.
Whereas there is no much discussion about the quality of journals in the
first two categories, the status of journals in the third and fourth categories
is more controversial. For these journals, the Eigenfactor metric, as well as
its average per article, can be useful yardsticks to evaluate and compare the
overall importance of science and social science journals.
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